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Coming Back Stronger
Dear Reader,
Never before has our market environment compounded economic uncertainty with political instability to such a level as witnessed in
2011. Nevertheless Ti faced the culminating challenges of the later part of 2011 with courage and determination and I am proud of
the reactivity that was shown throughout our company. Going forward, we do not know whether quieter times will come back soon or
whether we have to brace ourselves for other bumpy rides. But I know that I can count on each one of you and no matter how tough
the conditions, we will fare better than competition.
We want to be the packaging solutions provider of choice to our customers. In Australia the effects of macro-economic shifts posed
its challenges in the shorter term. We reviewed our strategy swiftly and spent 2011 implementing major decisions to adjust including
a 10MM$ investment to close the productivity gap. Under the leadership of Elie Jarrous, the organization is now reinventing itself
to come back stronger than ever.
On the innovation front, we have made progress with the maturing of Extendo, our high barrier initiative. As for Nativia, our
sustainability proposal, we invest very significant resources and we dedicate equipment so as to be in what we believe to be fields of
great value for the brand owners.
I welcome 2012 with all the challenges that come with it. As we have done year after year, together, we will bring Taghleef Industries
to new territories and on the high grounds of the Bopp industry which reaffirms our commitment to the business and to the industry.
To all of you, my sincere wishes of good health, happiness and prosperity for the new coming year.
Detlef Schuhmann
Ti CEO
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Sohar
Sultanate of Oman

Integration update

It has been over six months since Ti Australia announced to the
market the integration of the company into the Ti Group. In this
special edition you will see some of the changes that have taken
place and the exciting new developments that Ti Australia are
bringing to the benefit of our customers in the Asia Pacific region.
As with any integration, the approach must be a two way initiative
in order to bring about changes which will ensure local market
knowledge and cultures are maintained, whilst also aligning
procedures and structures into the group vision. Ultimately, it
is keeping the customers needs at the centre of our thinking that
allows a local service offering as part of a large global group to be
maintained. It is this approach that will provide added benefits to
the market such as;

Ti S.A.E.
Cairo
Egypt

Ti S.p.A.

San Giorgio di Nogaro (UD)
Italy

• Security of supply
Ti Kft

• Increased research and development

Tiszaújváros
Hungary

• Product development
• Access to a global pool of experienced and talented people
• Global market knowledge

Integration conference

Ti GmbH

On the 12-14 October 2011, the first integration conference took
place in Melbourne which brought together key management and
staff from across the group. The three day conference was split
into specific topics such as product nomenclature harmonisation, IT
systems development and sales strategies. With break out sessions
and department working groups, each topic discussion provided
agreed timelines, key milestones, ownership and completion
dates which everyone agreed to, providing real structure and
understanding to minimise disruption and maximise the output.
The second integration conference took place on 17-18 January 2012
at the Ti Wodonga plant, bringing together the original attendees
to review, close and create new actions for the specific topics
discussed at the first integration conference. With real progress
being made in supply chain, technical and production, Ti Australia is
well and truly becoming a global supplier within the Ti Group.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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LABELEXPO EUROPE 2011 broke all records
a suitable release liner. Natalii
printed in flexo UV technique
with flexo UV inks, along with
the application of gold coldstamping. The labels were then
secured by UV varnish giving a
unique and classic finish.
Designed for the Home Care, a
Self Adhesive Label for a glass
cleaner and polish spray was
showcased. The LSE 60µm, a
high yield white voided BoPP
film was used as facestock in
the self adhesive construction that allowed
OTK to create an all-around fully printed
label. OTK, a Czech company, printed the
decorative label on digital equipment HP
Indigo. OTK focuses on the field of flexible
packaging technologies, self-adhesive and
graphic labels.

With a total of 28,636 visitors from 118 counties - an increase of
18.6 per cent over 2009’s show and occupying 6 exhibition halls at
Brussels expo, this year show was the largest in its 30 year history.
Labelexpo Europe 2011 which took place on 28th Sept -1st Oct in
Brussels,hasbrokenallpreviousrecordsintermsofvisitors,exhibitors
and equipment sales making it the largest and
most successful label
event to date.

Our In Mould Label range also received
great attention. With our partners CCL
Label France and Logoplast, Ti presented
a small IML butter tub. The LIM 60µm, a
white voided BoPP film with very high yield,
was printed with a high quality UV Offset.
The result is a label that integrates perfectly
the tub without any bubbles or peeling and
keeps a fine quality of the graphics and texts.

During
the
show
Taghleef Industries welcomed a great number of visitors on a
new and larger booth (5A75) in hall 5. Our international team
was pleased to see that the quality of visitors was high as most
were decision makers coming from all over the world. Labelexpo
Europe has became the reference of the label market worldwide
and as a reliable global supplier of quality films, Ti was well
positioned to present its offering to the market.

The Printing Company Verstraete, Belgium
pre-printed the LIH 70µm, a white voided
BoPP film with offset technique, preserving the high-resolution
quality of the images. The label was then molded into a 10.3L
paint container by Dijkstra Plastics BV, a specialist in producing
plastic buckets for a diversity of packaging solutions.

In terms of products, the Self Adhesive Label (SAL) portfolio
certainly generated a lot of interest. Various marketing initiatives
were jointly presented at the exhibition which included the Polish
converter Natalii. for which Ti developed a clear self adhesive
label for the famous distilled beverage Vodka. The exclusive nolabel look effect was delivered though a combination of a highly
transparent LSA 50µm filmic facestock, high clarity adhesive and

The LIG 70µm, a BoPP white
voided film with smooth effect
after molding, was used by the
Greek Printing House Karydakis for
a 10L container. The film perfectly
blended with the container
maintaining the complete color
scheme of the graphics.
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in the coming months. The label is cerfitied by DinCertco, so it is not
only compostable according to EN13432, but thanks to the adhesive
the label has a high renewable content. Bio4Life is able to serve
the market with the intermediate product and with finished labels,
marked with the seedling logo and its own certification number.

The bio-based NATIVIA™ range also provided a sustainable solution
for numerous label applications
and which were on diplay
thoughout the stand. In particular:
Ti presented a self-adhesive label
made of NATIVIA™ PLA film.
For this specific label, NATIVIA™
NTSS 50µm was coated with the
unique compostable adhesive,
which is EN13432 certified and
the coating was done by Herma
in Germany. The waterborne
adhesive preserves the excellent
transparency of the NATIVIA™
facestock. Although PLA is often
printed in flexo- or rotogravure,
for this application the label was
printed digitally on a HP Indigo,
by adding a primer coating.
Digital printing enables short
runs, without expensive plate costs for every different colour. The
collaboration of Taghleef Industries, Herma GmbH and Bio4Life BV
resulted in a highly innovative product, which will be commercialised

NATIVIA™ NTSS was also on
display for the Wrap-Around
Label (WAL) of the new bio
bottle
Sant’Anna
Natural
Mineral Water from the Vinadio
Spring. The print is executed by
Goglio Cofibox.
These products are only a
small review of the extensive
possibilities that the Ti Label
portfolio can offer and the
full range is consultable on our
website www.ti-films.com.
Ti looks forward to meeting you
at Labelexpo Europe 2013!

New applications for NATIVIA™ Films
Whilst produce and vegetables packaging is by far the main
application for NATIVIA™ films, the Ti team keeps working closely
with our customers and end users to develop new applications
for this innovative, highly versitile and eco friendly range of film
in order to expand the possibilities to the industry.
Adhesive tapes go green
Following the extensive work done by Logotape on NATIVIA™
films, it is now possible to have a bio-based alternative to
traditional PP o PET adhesive tapes. The environmental
advantages of PLA combined with these innovative and eco
friendly tapes will help save resources and minimize the
carbon footprint, without compromising on performance and
processability vs traditional oil-based materials. Adhesive tapes
made with NATIVIA™ films are fully compatible with the paper
and carton recycling process, can be printed and are available in
white as well as transparent.
Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s

Bio-based and compostable self-adhesive labels
Self adhesive labels are normally made of paper or films (PP, PE or
PET), or a combination of these. They are an excellent, flexible, simple
and cost-effective solution to provide information and appeal to the
products. However, in case of compostable packaging labels must also
be compostable.
5
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Bio4life has developed a self adhesive label made of NATIVIA™ which will allow all brand owners currently using compostable packaging to
use a compostable label to compliment the brand offering. This opens up huge potential for the label industry and further applications and
advantages for the market, such as tiny compostable labels on apples, oranges and bananas, providing the same appeal and moisture resistance
of oil-based plastics, but altogether compostable!
Let’s twist again
Constantia Topepal, a leading packaging manufacturer in Spain, has developed a bio-based twist wrap material using a high gloss metalized PLA
film. This film can be used for candies, pralines, chocolate and combines the excellent twist performance and appeal of NATIVIA™ NZSS, with
the environmental advantages of PLA.
NATIVIA™ films have already been tested with excellent results on ACMA GD and Carle Montanari twist wrap machines
Bioplastics Magazine & NATIVIA™ films:
perfect combination
The next isses of the Bioplatics Magazines will be
wrapped in a transparent bag made by Maropack
and printed by SFV Verpackungen. This is the first
commercial application of NATIVIA™ in the magazine
market. In this case it’s a pre-made bag with adhesive
strip, but tests performed in cooperation with SITMA,
the world leader in printed media distribution systems
have confirmed that the same films can be used on high
speed automatic reel-fed wrapping machinery.

SPF 2011 Speciality Plastics Film 2011 – Zürich
At this year Speciality Plastic Films, SPF 2011, 26th Annual World
Congress hosted by IHS last November, Taghleef Industries took
the opportunity to present the NATIVIA™ and EXTENDO portfolio.
Roughly 70 attendees listened to 26 different speeches about raw
materials, master-batches, additives, over blown cast and MDO-films
towards bioplastics and sensory films. In addition, representatives
from the inks, coatings and adhesive industry presented the latest
news from this sector. With high interest in the conference, it
provided the opportunity to make some new contacts and listen
to some interesting presentations about what is new in the industry.
The standout features from the conference and which generated the
most interest was the new sealing polymers from LyondellBasell,
new extrusion screw system by Gneuss Kunststofftechnik, barrier
coatings and bio-inks from SunChemicals, MDO films from Nowofol
Kunststoffprodukte, biobased adhesives from Henkel and sensory
films from Fraunhofer Institute. Overall, SPF was a decent platform
to promote and discuss NATIVIA™ and EXTENDO™ as it enabled Ti to
reach an audience who is not actively involved in Bioplastics or any
kind of renewable substrates or specific high barrier films.

From left to right:
Peter Maplestone - HIS; Markus Schmid - Fraunhofer Institute; Regis Garoutte
- Huhtamaki; Stefano Facco - Novamont; Frank Ernst - Ti GmbH.
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6th European Bioplastics Conference in Berlin

Paolo Serafin - Nativia Sales Manager

The 6th European Bioplastics Conference was celebrated in Berlin at the end
of November 2011. This event is one of the most important get-together
of the bioplastics industry in the world. Over 400 participants from more
than 250 different companies came to Berlin to listen to 29 presentations.
A broad range of topics, from the political positioning of Bioplastics to the
different end of life scenarios. Furthermore, some raw material producers
and masterbatch suppliers reported on their latest steps of production and
material availability; a few co-suppliers presented their portfolio of suitable
inks and adhesives; semi-finished products were discussed and converters
and end users reported about their experience. NGO’s shared their view on
bioplastics and machinery producers showed their newest developments.

Ti attendees were, Francesca Piasente - Quality & Development Manager, Paolo Serafin - NATIVIA™ Sales Manager and Frank
Ernst - Product Manager NATIVIA™ with Paolo providing a speech on NATIVIA™ and the team presenting the product portfolio
and some applications on a table top display. The popular applications were by far the samples of self-adhesives labels made
by Bio4Life and the self-adhesive tape made by Logotape. The biggest interest was created
by the high barrier NATIVIA™ film EXTENDO XCNB for lidding applications and coffee bags.
The event was a full success with very promising discussions with converters, end users and
suppliers of different bio-based raw materials. The conference is a great place for bringing
together bioplastic specialists and interested customers, providing a dedicated and highly
involved audience to succeed with more sustainable packaging solutions. Watch this space!
Ti will keep you informed about the latest developments with NATIVIA™.

Celebrating the Long-term Cooperation
at the Balaton Lake
After the business program, the entertainment session started
with visiting the Cathedral of Tihany, walking though the
historic town-centre and taking part in a delicious feast in a
traditional restaurant accompanied by the music of virtuoso
gipsy musicians. Finishing the small tour on the northern
Balaton region, everyone visited the world famous porcelain
manufactory in Herend, to take a look in the secrects of making
beautiful porcelain masterpieces. To crown the day, a luxurious
evening dinner was held in the Ball Room of Anna Grand Hotel.
The whole day,
the dinner and
the party after,
offered a great
opportunity
for
people
working in the
same industry
to share ideas,
experience, meet new people and discuss new opportunities.

This year, Taghleef Industires Kft held their annual customer
event in Balatonfüred, a popular resort town on the north
shore of Lake Balaton, Central Europe’s largest lake.
The day started with
the welcoming words
of Mr Antal Bazsó, the
Managing Director of
Taghleef Industries Kft.
He highlighted how
essential
customers
partnerships are for
business development.
He also mentioned
that the event was also a great opportunity to celebrate the
tenth anniversary of the former Biafol Kft becoming part of
the ex-Radici Film in May 2001, which is now Ti.
Following Mr Bazsó, Mr Mario Molinaro, the Marketing
and Sales Director of Ti Kft introduced Taghleef’s new
development Extendo, our new range of high barrier films.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Low Thickness - High Barrier
Ti group launches thin and high barrier films
Perishable foods require a good level of protection and barrier against moisture, oxygen and aroma in order to extend the shelf life
of a product. With the markets for barrier films steadily growing, packs with thin barrier films are now offering a more sustainable
solution to the market place. Barrier films are not a new concept to the food packaging industry and have been around for quite
a while now. As the market continues to grow, Ti has now created a dedicated company within the Group to specifically focus on
barrier films resulting in a comprehensive product portfolio of thin BOPP and BOPLA films with outstanding features for aroma
protection, high machine speed as well as mineral oil barrier.

EXTENDO - The Barrier Film Company
EXTENDO GmbH is located in Germany. The production, logistics and
deliveries of the EXTENDO high barrier films are provided by Ti Italy SpA.

Gas barrier:
The EXTENDO films have high gas barriers within a very wide
range. We have films with Oxygen transmission rates from 3
to 25 cm³/m²/d (0%r.h., 25˚C). The wide range allows our
customers to tailor their application. All films are chlorine
free and easy to convert.

EXTENDO in the „AMI Multilayer Film“ Conference in Cologne,
September 2011 from left to right: Dr. Ulrich Reiners, Managing
Director Extendo Gmbh ; Corrado Lonzar, Technical Assistance
Ti ; Mario Molinaro, Sales & Marketing Director Ti Kft.

Aroma Barrier:
EXTENDO films provide an excellent aroma barrier. Thanks
to our technologies we offer barriers against aromas such as
lemon much better than known barrier coated films.

Our Technologies
Our long standing experience in the BOPP industry combined
with the intense R&D work and continuous process
development are the basis for the EXTENDO high barrier films:

Mineral Oil Barrier:
The use of a thin coextruded barrier layer gives our film an
excellent barrier against mineral oil which might be able to
migrate from recycled carton board.

State of the Art Technologies:
• High tech multi-layer co-extrusion and coating technology
• High tech biaxial orientation technology

Pasteurization option:
Pasteurization in wet conditions opens new opportunities
using EXTENDO dedicated films in barrier laminates. The
design of our multilayer film structure with an encapsulated
barrier layer leads to barrier recovery times of less than 5
hours.

Outstanding Features:
√ Very high gas barriers
√ Highly transparent films
√ Thin films
√ Convertible like standard BOPP films
√ Both side sealable with low seal temperatures
√ BOPLA base with chlorine free barrier
√ Excellent aroma barriers

Resource Reduction:
Thin barrier films enable sustainable packs. EXTENDO
high barrier films are offered down to 20µm without any
loss of processability on packaging machines e.g. sealing.
Substitution options open up a wide range of cost reduction.
Simultaneously the eco balance of your pack is improved.
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A wide product range already available
Market insights:

EXTENDO is focusing on the customers’ need and application.
Already, Ti provides a wide EXTENDO product range:

• The highest growth rates within in food package
do have barrier films

• Converter films – Easy to print and laminate
• Films for flow wrap – Moisture and aroma barrier, low seal
• Lidding films – films with PE and PP seal layer, Antifog option
• Oxygen barrier films based on BOPLA based on NATIVIA™

• Thin plastic films are improving the LCA
of food packs significantly
• The world market for packaging is approx.
500 billion US big - 1/3 is made of plastic

Converter Films:
Those converters who are familiar with printing and lamination
on BOPP can use the EXTENDO BOPP films without any
changes of their printing inks, adhesives and conversion
processes. The films are sealable on both sides like standard
films. To locate the barrier in the BOPP base films opens up
outstanding possibilities for converters: The sealant can be
functionalized due to the need of end users. New cost-saving
potentials will be uncovered.

• The market for fresh pre-packed food is fast growing Barrier film application are the winner of the growth race.

EXTENDO High barrier films
for oxygen and aroma protection

Films for Flow Wrap:
The excellent moisture, oxygen and aroma barriers make our
films outstanding for use on flow wrap machines. Low sealing
temperatures are enabling very high machine speeds resulting
in outstanding opportunities for applications such as bakery
products.
Pasta Pack for long shelf life:
Laminate EXTENDO XTMH
with Cast PP

Lidding Films:
Thin films with high transparency and a superior drum effect
gives MAP packs a fantastic look. The clarity of the film is
supported by an antifog option. The high barrier of the
EXTENDO lidding films provides long shelf life for fresh
products. The special sealing layer of high thickness gives a
tight seal against both: PP sealant as well as PE sealing layers.
EXTENDO lidding films will be available in quarter 1 of 2012.

Bakery products for aroma
protection: Triplex Laminate
with EXTENDO XTMH and TI
matt film

BioBased films:
Bio based NATIVIA™ BOPLA films are known in the industry.
EXTENDO can now offer a high barrier version film based
upon the NATIVIA™ range. The film is coated - water based
and chlorine free. This now enables the food industry to use
high barrier bio based films. An extremely high interest is
already visible in this area of the market.
EXTENDO Lidding Films
with antifog option

Learn more about EXTENDO films
How to Contact EXTENDO? There are different way to learn more about
the EXTENDO films:
you can speak to your local Ti contact, or call the EXTENDO GmbH
direct : +49 831 51 259 780 or send an e-mail at info@ex-tendo.com.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Ti GmbH open new Warehouse Facility
On Friday 9th of December 2011, Taghleef
Industries GmbH officially opened its
new warehouse in Holzhausen an der
Haide, Germany.
This 7 month project triples the
operating capacity of Ti GmbH for a w/h
capacity of app. 1,500 t and a maximum
material turnover of 12,000 t per annum.
Andreas Mueller, Managing Director
of Ti GmbH and his team welcomed
about 100 guests for the official opening. Those
present ranges from customers, local and regional
authorities, Press and Ti’s senior management;
notably Dr. Detlef Schuhmann, CEO Ti Group and
Mr. Valerio Garzitto, CEO Ti Europe who applauded
the accomplishment and result of the project.
“Increasing the space from 950 sqm by an
additional 1800 sqm is a big step forward. The new
warehouse facility will give Ti GmbH the ability to
supply the North of the Alps’ customers better.
It will complement
perfectly the existing
structure which has
grown and prosper
consecutively since
the year 2007” said
Andreas Mueller.
Ti Gmbh a Holzhausen an der Haide

At this stage, the
team of Ti GmbH
would like to extend
their appreciation
to the scope of
supply and services received in particular by Ti’s
manufacturing units in Europe and
in Dubai. The cross border business
team and integration provides a very
successful structural to support the
ME goes Europe model.
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Media event to announce the
New BoPP Line Investment

Mr. Osama Saleh- Head of General Authority for Investment, Mr. Majed Al
Ghurair, CEO Al Ghurair Group & Mr. Rashid Al Ghurair, Chairman Ti.

Taghleef Industries S.A.E held the Sohour Event on 17th
of August 2011 at the Grand Hayat Hotel to announce the
installation of a new BOPP line by the end of 2012.
Ti Egypt, the local market leader (+/- 40% local market
share) in the manufacturing of Bi-oriented polypropylene
has decided to expand their manufacturing facilities
in 6th October industrial area which will double the
current capacity by mid 2013 to 32000 ton per annum.
Through this strategic investment, Ti will debottleneck
its European operations of specialty films in order to
satisfy the fast growing demand - specifically of label,
bio-degradable and high-barrier films. At the same time
Ti will provide its customers base with highly serviced
and cost efficient standard films.
Mr. Rashid Al Ghurair (Chairman of Taghleef Industries
LLC) and Mr. Majed Al Ghurair (CEO of the Al Ghurair

Group) lead the event with Ti management and the Ti
Egypt team. Key customers, Head of General Authority
for Investment and many people from the Press were
invited and attended the event. Both Mr. Rashid and Mr.
Majed gave a speech announcing the new investment in
Egypt worth 330 million Egyptian pounds. Mr. Majed Al
Ghurair said that “we are excited to move forward in this
new project as it is part of
our approach to expand
in sectors characterized
by high growth rates,
especially in the sister
state Egypt in order to
continue the career
success of the Al Ghurair
Group”. Mr. Rashid Al
Ghurair
welcomed
the attendance and
announced that “despite the emergency conditions
experienced by Egypt now, we found it necessary to
commit ourselves to complete our journey in supporting
economic growth in Egypt and we are confident that
Egypt is moving towards a bright future both in terms of
economic and social policy.”

New Sales Supervisor
Walid Aljerjawi
Sales Supervisor
Tel.: +971 4 8801100
Dir.: + 971 4 8826297
Fax.: +971 4 8801122
Email: walid.aljerjawi@ti-films.com

Mr. Walid Aljerjawi is a new addition to Ti’s Middle East team based in Dubai.
Walid has been taken on board to support Ti’s efforts to maintain and expand
business in Levant countries Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon. Walid is a Palestinian
national, young and dynamic with 7 years experience in sales in the plastic
industry. Walid holds a Bachelors degree from Ajman University in business
administration.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Mr Majed Al Ghurair,
CEO of Al Ghurair
Group

MIDDLE EAST

Ti Participated in the 9th MENA
Olefins & Polyolefins Conference
Ti participated in the 9th MENA Olefins
& Polyolefins, organized by the Center for
Management Technology, Singapore and
held in Dubai, United Arab of Emirates, on
10-11 Oct 2011.
Key representatives of international
Petrochemical companies, polyolefin
producers, polymer additives and
plastics industries shared their insight
and expertise on various topics such
as the impact of Shale Gas exploration
in the USA on the global market, the
shortage of ethane, the impact on the
price and profitability of the industry,
status of various projects in the region,
propylene supply/demand and the
new developments in polypropylene
technology. Olefin markets are largely
upbeat, but players remain wary that the
situation can change all too quickly when

production problems pass and Middle
East capacity finally comes on stream.
With soaring expectations across the
olefins markets, the bullish outlook has
been aggravated by firming spot prices
and frequent supply issues that continue
to rule the thoughts of players
Petrochemical producers in the Middle
East and North Africa (Mena) region
should brace for competitive feedstock
prices, which could affect the profitability
of the industry at the end of 2011, the
Deutsche Bank has warned.
The bank, in its latest Mena outlook
for petrochemical industries, said that
possible changes to the feedstock costs
are imminent, especially for the major
Saudi-based petrochemical companies,
due to absence of re-stocking.

Ibrahim Hammoda, Ti Regional Sales Manager
(GCC & ME), gave a presentation on the
challenges in the BOPP film industry in the
Middle East.

“Looking into 2011, while we expect
emerging markets to continue to be the
key drivers of growth, we expect industry
growth to average at a rate around that
of global GDP growth due to the absence
of restocking, which provided material
support to volume growth through 2010.”
(Source: Alrroya, 6 Feb 2011)

AMI’s Flexible Packaging Conference 2011,
Dubai United Arab Emirates
The GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council)

flexible packaging market is one of the
fastest growing sectors in the packaging
industry due to its extraordinary growth in
the past decade. The significance of GCC
flexible packaging market is justified
by the ease of minimizing package size,

From left to right:
Blin Andreas, Bruckner; Ali Mirza, Ti LLC; Shailesh
Nigam & R. K. Bakshi - Max Specialty Films.

extended shelf life and the dynamic shift
in user’s mind to convert to flexible
packaging over the rigid packaging.
The United Arab Emirates (U.A.E), of
which Dubai is the commercial hub, is the
largest manufacturer of flexible packaging
materials in GCC with a share of 46%,
followed by KSA (32%) and rest of GCC
(22%). The 3rd edition of AMI’s Flexible
Packaging Middle East conference took
place at JW Marriott Hotel in Dubai
UAE from 21-23 November 2011.
AMI’s Flexible Packaging Middle East
conference is an established forum
where all stages of the packaging supply
chain meet to discuss key trends and
developments influencing market growth
and profitability.Muhammad Ali Mirza,
Head of Sales & Marketing Exports at
Ti LLC had the opportunity to learn

new trends and developments in flexible
packaging with special emphasis on use
of ‘Bio Plastics’, meet some valuable
clients like MARS GCC, Al Sharq
Plastic Industries, Manama Packaging
Industries and connect with key suppliers
and industry partners such as Brückner
Maschinenbau, Dow Chemical, Borouge,
Henkel, Siegwerk, Reifenhäuser, Exxon
Mobil, Max Specialty Films, Tripack
Films. Direct interaction among the
international panel of speakers and
delegates resulted in lively debate, a
much needed opportunity to exchange
points of view, ideas and opinions. The
table-top exhibition which ran alongside
the conference provided companies
with an excellent opportunity to present
novel products and services to a relevant
industry audience.
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Successful Technical Interactive Seminars (TIS)
in the Middle East
After the first successful Technical
Interactive Seminar in 2009,
Taghleef Industries launched the
2nd series (TIS) in the Middle East.
Led by Ibrahim Hammoda Regional Sales Manager for
Ibrahim Hammoda, Dieter Scheidecker, the Middle East, the program
Neslihan Dereli and Agnel Pinto focused on providing information
and updates on the latest developments, innovations and
technologies in the flexible packaging industry. The first TIS took
place on 22nd-June in Jeddah in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
considered to be a very dynamic market in the region with
forecasted consumption of 45KT MT of Bopp in 2013 (CAGR
9.2%). The competitive advantage of the Saudi Arabia market
attracted many big end users to move their operation in Saudi
- therefore today there is a mix of several large international
end users and giant local end users in the Saudi market. For
this TIS it was therefore customized for the end users with the
collaborative joint efforts of the Obeikan group. The objectives
were to support the end users’ businesses and to have better
understanding of their needs and their requirements in order to

help them to create a better value for their products.
Ibrahim Hammoda presented the 2011 strategy focusing
on the importance of
future developments of
Ti customer intimacy and
outlining the strategic
advantages
offered
by Ti vs competitors.
Facts and figures of the
Saudi market dynamics
were presented by Ali Anshasi (Assist Sales Manager) and
technical presentations were given by Abhijit Ghosh (Ti Mena
Technical Service Manager). The second seminar took a place
on 17th -23rd of September in Istanbul, Izmir and Ankara in
Turkey, with the attendance of Ibrahim Hammoda, Dieter
Scheidecker (Ti Consultant), Agnel Pinto (Sales Supervisor)
and Neslihan Dereli (Agent). The TIS was tailored this time
for the converters. The technical presentations were given
by Dieter Scheidecker providing Ti customers information
and updates on the latest developments, innovations and
technologies in Flexible Packaging Industry.

ASIA-PACIFIC

Ti Australia Line Upgrade - $10 million investment
Underlying our intention to continuously improve our presence

in the Asia Pacific region, our $10 million investment into our line
reinforces our commitment to delivering increased benefits to our
customers. This new line will bring about a new chapter in the Ti
Wodonga site and ensure that as part of the wider Ti group, we are
positioned to truly deliver world class products on a global scale.
After months of planning and preparation, the Bruckner designed
FOK4.4.6 chain and track model will replace the existing roller
bearing chain to a sliding chain.

• Greater reliability from the new upgrade
• Increased machine uptime
• Improved productivity
• Increased security of supply for our customers.
The removal of the old
structure took place over the
18-20 November with the new
track and train installed by
the 6 December. With testing
of the chain commencing
on the 12 December and
commissioning work the next week, the project is on target for
the planned completion date of the 19 December.

The benefits of a sliding chain over a roller bearing chain are:
• Lower wear rate
• Lower maintenance costs
• Reduced maintenance time
• Reduced noise
• Longer life expectancy
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Once the upgrade has been completed it will mean the machine
speed will increase 50% above where it has previously been
running over the past 12 months and back up to 350m/m,
bringing with it
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AUSTRALIA

Ti Exhibited at Label Expo Asia 2011
Label Expo Asia 2011
once again showcased
the emerging label
market in the Asia
Pacific
region
by
bringing
together
hundreds of exhibitors and thousands of attendees from around
the world. As the continent’s largest event dedicated to the label,
product decoration, web printing and converting industry, the
event took place at the Shanghai New International Expo Centre
(SNIEC) on the 29 November and 2 December 2011.

With countless live machinery demonstrations, Labelexpo Asia
2011 also featured a comprehensive, educational conference
program where visitors could hear from high profile speakers,
key suppliers and learn from a series of illustrated customer case
studies.

The Ti Team

Ti Australia showcased the leading applications in this market by
focusing on the IML and PSL products - presenting a Global image
for the Ti group. Alongside these applications it was also the first
time a Global label portfolio was launched into the market.
With Asia being a new market to the Group, emphasis on the
Global aspect of Ti was a high priority in being able to discuss
and provide various options available to a customer - such as
security of supply, manufacturing options and of course new
developments in R&D.
The show exceeded all previous statistics in attendee and exhibitor
numbers and many senior executives visited, confirming the
importance of the event and the market in Asia.
In total, 18,019 top level visitors attended this year’s show - an
increase of nine per cent over 2009’s show. Labelexpo Asia also
boasted 270 exhibitors (up by 21% on 2009) and attracted the
highest level of space rebooking for 2013 as exhibitors enjoyed high
levels of onsite sales of machinery and materials.
Roger Pellow, Labelexpo managing director comments: “As the
third biggest player in the global market, the Chinese label industry
is continuing to go from strength to strength. As the region’s largest
event, we’re certain we can build on the success of 2009’s exhibition
with even higher visitor and exhibitor figures. With the Asian
industry experiencing such vigorous growth and diversification, it is
pivotal that we again provide printers and manufacturers with the
perfect platform to do business, learn about the latest advances
in technology and applications and hear about ways in which they
can maximize profits while driving down costs.”

On the back of many new leads and opportunities, the China market
is a really exciting place to be. With the increasing popularity of
events like Label Expo, the packaging industry is certainly moving
quickly and in the right direction, so it is important that the Ti
brand is quickly established within the market.
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USA

Duncan Henshall and Avril Williams
join Ti North America
Avril Williams also joins the Charleston team on a transfer from
Dubai (from the position of personal assistant to the Group
CEO since 2008) where she has resided for the last seven years.
Avril stems from one of the most popular tourist destinations in
the world, Cape Town South Africa. Her business background is
diverse from work experience in key administrative functions of
security, hospitality and media. Avril’s hard work and determination earned her a Master’s degree in Business Administration
from the University of Liverpool qualifying her as a great choice
to take on the challenge and role as Deputy Manager - Business
Support in Charleston. Avril is an excellent international addition to the North American Ti team which is looking forward
to an exciting growth period for Ti. The other members of the
Charleston team are Mohammed El Shami who is expanding
his responsibilities of technical marketing into technical support
and Brittany Withers who is pivotal in the very important Customer Service Area. The Charleston Team wishes the Ti family
great success, health and happiness in 2012.

Ti North America announces two new Ti family members, Duncan Henshall -Business Manager North America and Avril Williams - Deputy Manager - Business Support.
Duncan Henshall (45yrs old) has been in the OPP films business
for 18 years and dealt in markets from South and Central Africa, Thailand (briefly),
from Moscow to London
and for the last 12 years, in
North America.
Duncan was born in colonial Zimbabwe, completed
a chemistry degree in South
Africa and witnessed some
significant political history
while becoming a Math and
Science teacher. He taught
high school for 2 years, worked in Technical Service for
SAPPI at a cellulose pulp producer (for cellophane and textiles) before joining the then Hoechst Films in South Africa where Duncan marketed and sold OPP, and PVC and PET films! His
work journey in Export Sales and Market Development Far East
and into Africa lead to 2 years in Germany with Treofan as key
account manager Mars, Keebler and KP foods) and as Eastern Europe Sales Manager. It eventually led to United States as Regional Sales Manager. He also served as Technical Manager for the
re-named Celanese. His last position was Labels Product Manager with Treofan where he patented leading IML films. Duncan
is excited to be part of the team to support Ti developing into a
value added leader in the North American market.
“Packaging is a great industry because of the people and because (recession or boom) people around the globe eat packaged
food” says Duncan. “Plus my whole family can see what my work
involves, every time we go to the grocery store anywhere in the
world! [Duncan and his wife Susan have one daughter born in
South Africa, one in Germany,
and lastly their son in USA].
They are all pleased to join the
big Ti family who is growing our
position globally as an innovative entrepreneurial and very multicultural family business. This
level of internationality is the
future.” Our Charleston hub is a
gateway to North America and
is symbolic of our international
trade heritage. It is pivotal as the
Ti family business grows.
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Forthcoming Events:
Ti Technical Seminars North Africa
Golden Tulip Hotel, Casablanca, Marocco: 23 Feb 2012
Sheraton Tunis, Tunisia: 29 March 2012
Hilton Alger, Algeria: 25 April 2012

Fruit Logistica,
Belin
8-10 February 2012
Hall 3.2 Stand D-05

CFIA,
Rennes, France
13-15 March 2012

Fispal Technologia,
San Paolo, Brazil
12-15 June 2012
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Innovation Takes Root
Conference, Orlando, FL, USA
20-22 February 2012

DRUPA,
Dusseldorf,
Germany
3-16 May 2012

Rosupak, Moscow,
Russia
18-22 June 2012
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